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The well-known Forster-Swan theorem, and the stable version of this result given 
by Eisenbud and Evans, give a bound on the number of generators of a module 
over a commutative ring in terms of local data. In this paper we generalise these 
results to arbitrary Noetherian rings. As an application we prove versions of Serre’s 
Theorem and the Cancellation Theorem over such rings. 
Suppose that M is a finitely generated module over a Noetherian ring R 
and let g(M) denote the minimal number of generators of M. If R is 
commutative, then the Forster-Swan theorem [4, 151 gives a bound on g(M) 
in terms of local data; more precisely, 
g(M) < max{ gRp(Mp) + k dim R/P: P a prime ideal} 
< max{ g,JM,): P a maximal ideal} + k dim R/P. 
(“1 
(As stated, this is actually the result that was proved by Forster. Swan then 
gave a refined version in which the Noetherian condition and the dimension 
are weakened). 
In this paper we are interested in generalising this result to noncom- 
mutative Noetherian rings. Of course, to do so one first needs to find an 
interpretation of the local number of generators of a module that makes 
sense when one cannot localise. Warfield [17] gives the appropriate 
definition. If P is a prime ideal of a Noetherian ring R then, by Goldie’s 
theorem, R/P has a simple Artinian quotient ring, say Q(R/P). So write 
g(M, p> = g,,,) 
( 




If R is commutative then, by Nakayama’s lemma, g(M, P) = g(M,). 
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~~rthermQre, if R is a fully bounded Noetherian ring then Warfi 
shown that (*) still holds for R; provided that g(lM,) is repIaced 
The main result of this paper (Theorem 3.1) shows that the first ~~eq~al~ty 
of (*) also holds over an arbitrary Noetherian ring: 
g(M) < max{ g(M, P) + k dim R/B: P a prime i 
where k dim now stands for Krull dirne~s~o~ in the sense of 
then the second inequality in ( is a tr~v~~~~ty and, 
be shown to hold in a fully bou 
owever, in a general N 
various ways in whi 
~o~comm~tat~ve rings. Theorem 4.1 shows that the inequality does hold if 
every maximal ideal of R contains a semi-maximal ideal at which one can 
loealise. This applies, for example, to the integral group ring of a ~~~ycyc~ic 
by fini p [Z]. Corollary 4.6 shows that it holds in any Noe? 
provid maximal is replaced by primitive: 
) ,< k dim R + max{ g(M, P): P a primitive i
This follows from a continuity result that should be of some ind 
interest. Let red-rk stand for reduced rank. Then Theorem 
any integer IZ and prime ideal $2, there exists an ideal I$ 
)/red-t-k R/P - (red-rk )/red-& 
whenever P is a prime ideal with P 3 Q but P fi I. This is equivalent to 
saying that the map 
Spec R --f Q: P + red-rk M/ 
is continuous in tbe patch topology. If is fully b~~~ded~ Goode& and 
ave shown that this map is actually iocahy cQmsta~t [S]. 
r result is false in general, as is shown in Section 7. 
The results of Sections 3 and 4 in fact say rather more than the special 
cases mentioned above. First, they give bo number of 
generators of the module M. So, if A4 = C: a n the right- 
hand side of (**), then there exist fi E R such that 
t-1 
M= 2 (Ui + a&,> R. 
is commutative this is the generalisation of the ~~rster-away theorem 
-Evans [3, Theorem B]. Second, the number of generators of 
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M can be viewed as the number of homomorphisms 0; E Horn@, M) needed 
for M to equal C B@). Theorem 3.1 also generalises this interpretation by 
giving a bound (again in terms of local data) on the number of 
homomorphisms Bi from a given projective module F that are needed for 
M = c S,(F). 
One consequence of these more general results is that as applications one 
obtains versions of Serre’s theorem and Bass’s cancellation theorem. Let F be 
a finitely generated projective a-module and M an R-module that is “big 
enough.” Then MZ F @ M’ and M’ is uniquely determined, up to 
isomorphism, by M. If M is finitely generated projective then M is “big 
enough” if red-rk(M/MP) > (k dim R + 2)(red-rk F/FP) for all prime ideals 
P of R. However, as in [12] where Serre’s theorem and the Cancellation 
Theorem are proved for Noetherian weakly ideal invariant rings, we are also 
able to give versions of these results for nonprojective modules M. 
The final application of Theorem 3.1 is to the state space St(R) of K,(R), 
which is a compact convex set that is an invariant of A, dual to the Grothen- 
dieck group K,(R). In Section 6 we generalise one of the main results of [5] 
to give a structure theorem concerning St(R) over an arbitrary Noetherian 
ring R. 
There are a number of technical definitions that are needed in this paper 
and many of these definitions and the basic results concerned with them are 
given in Sections 1 and 2. 
As will be apparent from this introduction, many of the results of this 
paper have, in the special case of fully bounded rings, been proved by R. B. 
Warfield. For a more leisurely and conprehensive introduction to these kinds 
of theorems and for further applications the reader is referred to his papers 
[ 18-201 or to [ 141. 
1. ON THE JACOBSON RADICAL OF A MODULE 
In this section various elementary results and notation concerning the 
Jacobson radical of a module are discussed. In this paper all rings will be 
assumed to contain an identity and all modules to be unitary. Let M be a 
Noetherian right module over a Noetherian ring R. Let && denote the set of 
maximal submodules of M. Given a submodule N of M, write 
In particular, the Jacobson radical of R is written JR(O), and we will adhere 
to this notation. We begin with some lemmas concerning J(N>. 
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next few results will examine the relationship 
> for some grime idea% B. A prime idea% P of W i 
= JR(P). The right annihilator of an ~-~~~d~le N will be written r- 
arm(N) and the right assasinator, that is, the N, x = 0 for some 
nonzero submodule N, E IV}, will be denoted 
h3vmA 9.2. Let M be a Noetherim n 
is an ideal of R. Then JR(P) c r-arm MIJ, 
Pv-c@ Let NE MM be such that MP E N. Let Q = r-arm Iv. so, is a 
rimitive ideal of R that contains P. Thus 
2 () {MQ: Q is a ~~irnit~~~ idea% with I 
LEMMA 1.3. Suppose that S is a semiprime, right ~Qet~e~~a~, left Goldk 
ring with J,(O) = 0. Let U be afinitely generate t~~si~~-~e~ right S-mo 
Then Ju(0) = 0. 
Proq? By [ 11, Lemma 5.31, we may assume t at U is a s~brnod~%e of 
finitely generated free module, say V= ScS). Certainly Jv( 
s=(-)p4Edvj2(J{un 
as required. 
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If S is not left Goldie in Lemma 1.3 then there is no reason why a torsion- 
free module should be embeddable in a free module, and so the above proof 
fails. In fact the result also fails without the left Goldie hypotheses, as is 
shown in Section 7. This is the main reason why the main theorems of this 
paper are stated for two-sided Noetherian rings. 
Let S be a semisimple right Noetherian ring, and Q the right quotient ring 
of S. If M is a right S-module, then the reduced rank of M, written red- 
rk(M), will stand for the length of the semisimple Q-module MO, Q. (Of 
course, reduced rank can be defined over any Noetherian ring, but this case 
is sufficient for our purpose.) 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let S be a semiprime, right Noetherian, left Goldie 
ring, with J,(O) = 0. If M is a finitely generated right S-module, then 
red-rk(M) = red-rk MIJ,(O). 
Proo$ Let M, be the torsion submodule of M. By Lemma 1.3, 
J,(O) z M, . Thus 
red-rk MIJ,(O) > red-rk M/M, = red-rk M. 
As mentioned in the introduction, various results that were only proved 
for weakly ideal invariant rings in [I 1, 121, are proved here for arbitrary 
Noetherian rings. One of the main ideas behind these generalisations i  the 
use of J,(N). However, this has the disadvantage that Krull dimension does 
not seem to be quite the right dimension to use, and we next discuss the 
variant of that dimension that will be used in this paper. 
Let it4 be a Noetherian right module over a ring R. The Krull dimension of 
M is written K dim, M, and the suffix is dropped whenever there is no 
possible confusion. The definition and basic properties of K dim can be 
found in [6]. If A c B are submodules of M, then define 
L dim,(B/A) < 01 if there exists a chain of submodules 
B=T,,~T,-,x--- 2 T, = A such that, for each i, 
K dim Ti + JM(Ti- I)/JM(Ti- 1) < CZ. 
Of course, given the hypotheses, L dim(B/A) always exists and is no greater 
than K dim B/A. If A = 0, we write L dim,(B/O) = L dim, B and the suffix 
will be dropped whenever the context is clear. This dimension has only been 
introduced as a convenience for certain of the proofs and we do not believe 
that it has any other advantages. The following facts about L dim can be 
easily proven. 
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(i) L dim, +C/.4+C<Ldim,WB/A. 
(ii) If A c C c B then L dim, B/A < max{L, dim, /C, L dim, C/A ]* 
er, unclear whether L dim,,,, B/A < L dim probl 
) need not equal JM(T) n J,(B) for subm T and 
h%fMA 1.5. Let R be a Noetherian ring and A c 
generated right R-modules such that L dim, B/A < c1 fo 
Then there exist J-prime ideals PI,..,, P, such 
each i and (ii) tx Q #Pi is a J-prime ideal suc 
P f-l +A is a torsion R/Q-module. 
K. By Corollary 1.4, in order to prove (ii), it is s~~~~ie~t to show 
th n Jo + A is torsion. 
= T,,I T,-, 3 e-. 3 T,,=A be a chain ofsu 
K dim Ti + JM(Ti- l)/JM( 
with K dim R/Q > a, sue 
-module. Then M/J&f&) is 110 
Lemma 1.2. ick i such that B/Tit1 + ) is torsion but 
) is not torsion as an W bus, by Corollary 
+ TJ is not a torsion R/ 
a < K dim R/Q = K dim B/B n JM(Ti i- 
= K dim Ti+ r/T,+ i n 
< K dim Ti+ ,/Ti+ r n <JTi) < cx 
Thus CL = K dim R/Q. Further, if N= Ti+,/Ti+l nJ,W(Ti) 
=KdimN=cr. By [12, Lemma 3.3(E)], this is only pos 
for finitely many such prime ideals Q. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 1.6. Suppose that A c B CM are ~~~te~~ generated right 
rn~du~es over a Noetherian ring R, with L dim,~(~/~) < a. T%en there e~is+!s 
a chain of submodules 
such that T, + JM(Ti-,)/JM(Ti-,) = Ni is cyclic, p-critical for some /l< a atid 
r-am Ni = r-ass Ni. 
P~QQJ Let I be a module A c I c = r-arm 1 i- ~~~A~/~~~A > 
is as large as possible. Pick I’ c I such that I’ + ~~(~)/~,~(~) is cyclic and 
critical. Set T, = 1’ and apply Noetherian induction. 
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2. HOMOMORPHIC IMAGES OF PROJECTIVE MODULES 
In this section we present the basic definitions and lemmas concerning 
homomorphisms from a projective module to a finitely generated module. 
Throughout this section M will be a finitely generated module and F a 
finitely generated projective module over a Noetherian ring R. 
Let P be a prime ideal of R, and Q = Q(R/P) the full quotient ring of R/P. 
Define 
f(M, P) = 0 if red-rk,,,(M/MP) = 0 
=CQ if red-rk,,(M/MP) # 0 but 




and let gF(M, P) be the smallest integer r such that Y > y(M, P). There is a 
second way of defining gF(M, P) that is sometimes useful. Set f(M) to be 
the smallest integer IZ such that Ftn) maps onto ii4 (or gF(M) = co if no such 
integer exists). Then it is readily checked that 
f&f, P) = gG WMf’ 0 Q(R/P> 3 
RIP 
where G = F/FP @R,p Q(R/P). Th ere is a second observation that will prove 
useful. Although f(M, P) is not in general additive on short exact sequences, 
it is additive in the special case when P = 0; that is, if N c M are modules 
over a prime ring R, then f(M, 0) = f(N, 0) + &?(M/N, 0). Finally, if 
F = R then the superscript will be dropped; that is, g(M, P) = p((M, P), etc. 
These definitions are due to Wartield [ 171, although he writes,g(P, F, M) for 
k!-vK PI* 
It is immediate that f(M) > f(M, P) for any prime ideal P. The intention 
of this paper is to bound f(M) from above by means of the f(M, P); as 
Warfield has done for the case of FBN rings. In general, however, no such 
bound is possible, abeit for rather trivial reasons. For, let A be a simple, 
Noetherian, non-Artinian ring and k a field. Set R =A @ k, M= S, where S 
is a simple A-module on which k acts trivially and F = 0 Ok. Then 
f(M, P) = 0 for all prime ideals P of R, yet f(M) = co. Thus, in general an 
extra condition is needed, and we will use the following: F is said to cover A4 
if every simple image of M is also a simple image of F. Clearly this 
condition is necessary for f(M) to be finite, and in the next lemma we give 
two other cases where it is automatically true. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that g(M, P) < g(F, P) for all primitive ideals P of 
R and that either R is fully bounded or M is projective. Then F covers M. 
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PvooJ”. Let S be a simple factor mo 
proje~tivg then M/MP is a non-z 
B) # 0. Similarly, if R is fully b 
P) # 0. Thus, in either case, g 
a projective ~/~-rnod~~e~ it is re 
F covering M is that it provides a large num 
F to hf. The next lem 8 wi14 give one case that wil! 
re stating the lemma, however, we will give some notation. In this 
paper all modules will be right modules and so we will write 
~Qrn~rn~r~h~sl~§ on the left. Let A and B be modules. ACn) will denote the 
direct sum of n copies of A and elements of A(“) will often be wri as a- 
om(Atn), B) and a = (a, :,.., a,) E A(*). Thean 
for some 19~ E Wom(A, B), and we will therefore write B = ( 
similar manner any 4 E Hom(B: A’“‘) can be written I# = (#1, 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that F covers 
1 Q i < rz. Let A = JM(A)$ B c C B,(F) be 
exist e~~o~Q~p~~s~s 6, of F such that, if 
6(F) &A. 
uppose first that B c B(F) for some 8 E 
, there exists a maximal submodule N of 
a homomorphisms fr 
ulls back to an c~dorno~ 
B but f%(F) d- A. 
be the homomorphism (a, l.O.Y B
z O(Fcn)) and so, by the results of the last paragra 
end~mor~bism 6 of F(“) for which 86(F’ 
the embedding of F into the ith co-ord 
nj(F) &A. NOW, 6 = (d,,) with ea 
u 8,6,(F) has the required properties. 
F@) to M. 
e exists an 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that F covers 
exists a s~~~Qction fr m Fen’ onto M. 
Then, fir sme integer n, there 
Proo$ Choose an integer n and 19 E 
is as large as possible. If N # M then, since F covers 
xists q% E Hom(F, M) such that q@‘) &PC 
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3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We start with some notation. As in the last section, we will assume 
throughout his section that M is a finitely generated module and F a finitely 
generated projective module over a Noetherian ring R. Given a prime ideal P 
of R define 
bF(M, P) = 0 if gF(M, P) = 0 
= f(M, P) + K dim R/P if f&f, P) # 0 
and 
s”(M) < s if, given any integer Y > s and homomorphisms 0, ,..., 
8, E Hom(F, M) for which M = 2 B,(F), then there exist 
~5~ E End(F) such that M = C:-‘(e, + e,s,)(F). 
The main result of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F cover M. Then 
sF(M) < max{ sup {bF(M,P)},KdimM+ 1). 
P aJ-prime 
(1) 
This result will be proved through a series of propositions. These utilize 
the homomorphisms provided by the condition gF(M, P) > 0 to obtain 
homomorphisms whose images are successively larger in M. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that X is a finite collection of prime ideals of 
R such that 0 < f(M, P) < co for each P E X. Let Bi E Hom(F, M) be such 
that M = C: B,(F). Then there exist endomorphisms 6i of F such that, for all 
P E x, 
g” (M/(B, +$ ei6i) (F),P)=f(M,P)- 1. 
Proof. This follows easily from [ 17, Theorem 11. 
If R is a fully bounded ring, then Theorem 3.1 follows reasonably easily 
from Proposition 3.2. However, in the general case one also needs to show 
that, in certain circumstances, K dim(M/(B, + J5J; Bid,)(F)) < K dim M. This 
will be achieved in the next proposition. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let N c M be finitely generated modules over a right 
Noetherian ring R, with L dim, N < a. Let X be a finite collection of J-prime 
ideals P such that K dim R/P < a for each P E X. Set K = n{P: P E X} and 
N, = N n J,(MK). Then 
(i) L dim,(N,) < a, 
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(ii) g(N,/N, n IMP, P) = 0 for all 
PJ,/N, n MQ, Q> = #f/N n PJ- 
contains no P E X. 
Proof. Let N= T, 1 T,-, III -.- 3 To = 0 be the chain of s~brnQ~~les for
Whk Ti/Ti n JM(Tipl) < a for each i. Si c Ti n IV, it follows 
from 1.1 that JM(TinN,)=JM(Ti)f3J 
K dim Ti+ I n N,/(T,+ 1 n N,) nJM(Ti n J(~K)) 
< K dim Ti+ I/Tj+, n JITi) < M. 
So the chain N, = T, n J(MK) 3 T,- i n J(MK> 3 . . I I> To = 0, can be used 
to show that L dim, N, < LX. 
(ii) This follows from Corollary 1.4, as N, 
(iii) Let Q be a J-prime ideal of R such that 
Then R/K + Q is a torsion R/Q-module. Thus 
-module, must also be torsion as an 
red-sk,, N/N n MQ = red-rk N, i N f’ 
= red-rk N&V, 
as required. 
PRQPOSITION 3.4. Let F COWY hf CkPZd SUpfJOSe that x 81y..y 0, E 
). Suppose that N G C, B,(F) Is such t 
and g(N/N nMQ, Q> = 0 for all J-p 
dim R/Q = CX. Then there exist ~o~o~or~~~s~~ yi E End F such that, if 
then y(F) c N and 
y Lemma 1.6 there exists a chain of submsdules 
for which each K, = TilTi n JM(Ti- 1) is P-critical 
K, = arm Ki is a prime ideal. By L 
omorphisms 6, of F such that if di = 
J,w(Ti;._ 1). Set Ui = S,(F)* Thus 
Kdim Ti/Ui + Ti ,~7J,(;ri-~> < Q. (21 
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Suppose that we can show that following: Given h e Hom(F, M) and 
1 < s < r, there exists 4 E End@) such that 
Kdim U,/U,nJ,{(h +G,gi)(F) + T,-,} <a. (3) 
By Eq. (3) we can inductively pick endomorphisms #,,..., #j,..., #i of F such 
that, for eachj, 
(4) 
Set y = Cy 6i#i. Then, by Eqs. (2) and (4) and the fact that 
<cJ;-’ Si#i)(F) c q-1, 
K dim T’/rj n JM(q-l + (f+ y)(F)) < a 
for each j. So the endomorphisms yi= c S,~j satisfy the requirements of the 
proposition. 
So it remains to show that Eq. (3) holds. Clearly we may suppose that 
K dim Us/Us n J,{(h(F) + T,-,\ = a (5) 
since otherwise Eq. (3) holds with 4 = 0. For convenience, write 
T = J&C- J, U= U, and P = r-ann U/Un T. By construction, P = ass K, 
is a prime ideal. Set L = JM(T + h(FP)) and G = h-‘(L). 
Set S = End F and B = d;‘(T). We will show first that SG @B. For, 
suppose that SGcB. Notice that h(FP) CL and so FPs Gc SGs B. 
Furthermore, P = r-ann U/UC7 T = r-ann F/B. So P = r-ann F/SG. However, 
F/SG is Noetherian as a right R- and left S-module. Thus by [7, Lemma 91, 
K dim R/P = K dim F/SG = K dim F/G. 
Furthermore, F/G k~ h(F)/h(G) g h(F) + L/L. But L = JM(L) and so, by 
Lemma 1.1, 
L = J,@(F) + L) C-I J,(MP + L). 
Thus K dim R/P = K dim h(F) + L/L < K dim M/J(MP + L) < K dim R/P. 
So K dim R/P = K dim M/J(MP) and, by Lemma 1.2, P = J,(P). By Lemma 
1.5 and the fact that L dim M< a, this implies that K dim R/P < a. 
However, P = r-ann U/UC7 T. So, by Eq. (5) K dim R/P = a. 
By Lemma 1.1, again, T=J,(T)=J,(U+T)nJ,(MP+T). In 
particular, U n MP c T and K dim U/U n MP = a. But U/U n MP embeds 
in N/MP n N. So K dim N/N n MP = a and h(N/N n MP, P) > 0. This 
contradicts the initial hypotheses on N. 
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is c~~tradict~Q~ implies that SG rlr . so, there exists c E G and 4 E s 
that $(c) 66 B. Set 
V=J,(T+ (h + Q>F). 
Certainly V 2 J.&T) + (h + &#)(FP) = JM(T) -I- 
cS,(FE’) c UP G T. Thus VZ L. But h(c) E L and 
(h + U)(c) = 44@> (5 u\3: 
Now U/Un T is ,/3-critical for some /I < a. Thus 
dimU+~/~~KdimU$T/T$65Qi(c)<cr. 
This completes the proof of Eq. (3) and hence of t 
LEMMA 3.5. Let U be a finitely generated ~-~~~~~E and { 
of yrime ideals with KdimR/P, < a ,for em 
K dim U/UPi c a for each i. Then 
Kdim U/U(P,n.Ov n 
emark. The hypothesis holds, in particular, if g(U, Pi) = 0 for each i. 
Consider the diagram (with T = U(P, ~3 ..I f? P,_ 3) n 
u 
/‘\ 




y hypothesis or induction, the two t 
nrthcr, T/u(P, n . . . 
s!ightly weaker result is true. 
~o~Q$I~IQN 3.6. Suppose that F covers M and that bF(M) < 03. If 
for infinitely many J-prime ideals P: therr 
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ProoJ: Suppose that the result is false. Then certainly a = L dim M < co. 
So there exist integers r and s such that: 
(a) There exist infinitely many J-prime ideals {Pi E X} with 
KdimPi=rsuchthatbF(M,PJ>s>a+l; 
(b) For all J-prime ideals Q with K dim R/Q > r, bF(M, Q) < s and 
b’(M, Q) < s for all but finitely many of them. 
Given any such counterexample, Lemma 1.5 implies that a > r. Choose, 
among all possible modules A4 that satisfy (a) and (b), one for which a - r is 
as small as possible and, modulo this, such that s is as small as possible. 
Let Q, ,..., Q, be the prime ideals with K dim R/Qi > r for which 
bF(M, Qi) = s. Suppose first that s > a + 1 > 1. By Lemma 2.3, M = C e@) 
for some 19~ E Hom(l;,M). So, by Proposition 3.2, there exists 
# E Hom(l;, M) such that, for 1< i < N, 
lf(M/#(F), QJ = bF(M, Qj) - 1 = s - 1. 
Further, for all Pj E X, f(M/#(F), Pj) > f(M, Pj) - 1 > 0 since s > 1 < a > 
1 + K dim R/Pj. Thus bF(M/#‘), Pj) > s - 1 for each Pj E X. Set M’ = 
M/q+@‘) and a’ = L dim A4’ < a = L dim M. Of course, there may now exist 
infinitely many J-prime ideals Q with bF(M’, Q) > s - 1 but K dim R/Q > r. 
However, there certainly exists an integer r’ > r such that 
(a’) bF(M’, P) > s - 1 for infinitely many J-prime ideals P with 
K dim R/P = r’ and 
(b’) V(M’, Q) < s - 1 for all prime ideals Q with K dim R/Q > r’ and 
bF(M’, Q) ( s - 1 for all but finitely many of them. 
This contradicts the minimality of either a - r or s. 
Thus s = a + 1. Let Q, ,..., Q, be the J-prime ideals with K dim R/Qi > r 
and bF(M, QJ = s. Order the {Q,} so that, for some 0 < t < IZ, 
K dim R/Qi = a if and only if i < t. Observe that f(M, QJ = 1 for i < t. 
Furthermore, if Q is a J-prime ideal with K dim R/Q = a and gF(M, Q) > 0, 
thenQ=Qiforsomei<t.SetK=n:QiandN=JM(MK)(orK=Rand 
N= A4 if no such Qi exist). By Proposition 3.2 there existsfE Hom(F,M) 
such that gF(M/‘(R), Qi) < gF(M, Qi) - 1 for 1 < i < n. In particular, 
gF(M/‘(R), Q) = 0 for all J-prime ideals Q with K dim R/Q = a. So Lemma 
3.5 implies that 
K dim M/N +f(r;‘) < a. (6) 
By Lemma 3.3. L dim,(N) < a and g(N/N nMQ, Q) = 0 for all J-prime 
ideals Q with Kdim R/Q = a. Thus, by Proposition 3.4, there exists 
4 E Hom(R, M) such that d(F) EN and 
L dim, N + V+ W’Y(f+ $)(F3 < a. (7) 
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Since 4(F) c N, Eq. (6) still holds with f replaced by f+ 
and (7) combine to show that L dim M/(f+ 4)(F) = o’ < a! 
(a’) ;$(M/(f+ 4)(F), Pi) > $@I, Pi) - B > 0 for each Pi E X (since 
s = a i- 1 > 2 + r). Thus bF(M/(f + 9)(F), J> s - 1 for i~~~te~y many 
prime ideals Pi with K dim Ii/?, = Y. 
b’(M/(f+ 4)(F), Q) < s - 1 for all J-prime ideals i with 
i > r. 
As in the case s > c1 + 1, this quickly leads to a ~o~tradict~o~~ This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
We are now ready to put together the pieces provided by the three 
propositions to give: 
THEQRBM 3.1. Let F be a finitely ge~e~ated~~~~@~t~v~ right module aia! 
A a whitely generated right module over a Noet 
covers A. Then 
s”(A)<max{ sup {b~(A~~)~,~d~rnA + I]. 
J-primesP 
ProoJ We first want to make some reductions to the problem. Fix a 
module MY an integer Y and homomorphism 5r,.,., 5, E 
M= c Bi(F). We say that L dim(M, 5,) 8,) < a if L dirn~(~~ $j(~))/ 
Bj(F)) < a for 1 < i < r (if i = r, then i+ L ~j(F) is defined to be ZWO), 
u(M) = u(M, 6, )...) e,> 
= max{ sup {bF(M, P)}, L dim 
j-primes P 
e will show that, if r > u(M, 8, 9 ..,, O,), then th 
P such that, if - denotes the surjection from 
then 
equation does make sense, since 
so = c; g,(F).) 
s will be sufftcient to prove the tbeo~em. For, suppose that T > 
max{sup bF(As P), K dim A + 1 i and 5, ,..., om(F, A) are such that 
A = C 5,(F). Certainly K dim A > L dim(A, ,5,) and so P > u(A). 
by Eq. (X), there exist Ji E End F such that, = A/(B: + c’z 5j S,)(F) 
u(A-, B, )...) 8,) < u(A, 8, )...) 8,) - 1 < r - I. 
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By induction on r, there exist endomorphisms vi of F such that J= 
C;- ‘(i!$ + &r/J(F). Thus 
(F) + 2 (‘i + ‘,Vi>(F); 
which is precisely what is required by the theorem. 
So it remains to show that there exist endomorphisms di for which Eq. (8) 
holds. Observe that the chain of submodules that are used to show that 
L dim(M, 8, ,..., 0,) = a for some CI, can be strung together to show that 
L dim M < a. Let 9 be the set of J-prime ideals P for which bF(M, P) = 
u(M). Of course 9 may be empty but, by the comments above and 
Proposition 3.6, 9 is a finite set, say 9 = {PI,..., P,}. By Proposition 3.2 
there exist ~5~ E End(F) such that, if 0 = 8, + Ci eiSi, then 
gF(M/e(F), Pi) = gF(M, Pi) - 1 (9) 
for 1 < i < y1. (If 9 is empty, set 6 = 8, .) 
Suppose first that u(M) > 1 + L dim(M, ei,..., 8,). Let - denote the - - 
surjection of M onto M/B(F). Then, by (9), u(M, 8, ,..., 8,) < u(M, 8, ,..., 19,) 
and Eq. (8) is proven. 
Thus we are left with the case where u(M) = 1 + L dim(M, 19~ ,..., 19,.), and 
this is more difficult to deal with. Set K = n {P: P E Y} and L = J,(MK). If 
Q is a J-prime ideal with K dim R/Q = a = L dim(M, 19r,..., 0,.), then 
gF(M, Q) < 1 and so f(M/B(F), Q) = 0. Thus, by Lemma 3.5, 
K dim M/S(F) + MK < a. (10) 
Set Ni = CT Bj(F) and N,., r = 0. Let 1 < u < Y - 1 be an integer. Suppose 
that there exist yi E End(F) such that 
(a> 22 eiYi(F) C -L 
(b) if 4 = 8 + C; Bi yi and - denotes the homomorphism from M to 
MINld + 1 + #(I;), then 
- - 
L dim(M, 0, ,..., 8,) < a. (11) 
(In the case ZI = 1 the endomorphisms yi = 0 satisfy these hypotheses, 
since M = N, + 8(F).) 
We will show that (11) also holds with v replaced by u + 1. Let “denote 
the surjection from M to @ = M/N,,+ 2 n L. Set N = N,, 1 n L. Now, 
KdimN,+,/N,+, nL<KdimM/L<KdimR/K<a. 
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hypothesis L dim,(N, + ,/N, + J < cr. 
<a. Also Ldimi@<LdimM<aa. Fin 
= 0 for all prime ideals Q such that 
e hypotheses of Proposition 3.4. So 
= CL+ 1 Bi,ui, then y(F) c N and 
L dim,& f @+ fi(F))/(qi 2(F) < ~1. (12) 
iW.-X )E N,+,nL, Eq. (11) still holds with 4 r 
+ Y* oreover, K dim N,,, + JMCn’ + (# + Y)(F)/J~ (N + 
M dim NV+ 1 + L + (4 + y)(F)/L + (fd + y)(F) < a, by Lemma 1*1 and (10), 
respectively. Combined with (12) this shows that 
~ornb~~~ng this with (11) shows that 
L dim&E, Gz,,..., ir) < a, 
where = denotes the image in e = M/NV+ 2 + ($ i y)(F). Thus we have 
shown that (11) holds with v replaced by ZJ + B. ~~~ally~ by induction, (I 1) 
aiso holds with u = Y. That is, there exist 6, E End(F) such that, if 
#=8+ i BitSi, then 
L dim(M/#(F), &,,.., OF) < M 
and, for all P E 9, $(M/#@‘), P) < g”(M, P) - 1 (the second of these two 
facts follows from Eq. (lla) and the c~nstr~ct~~~ of 5). 
uired to prove Eq. (8) and thus to complete 
e end section with two immediate cQns~~~~~ces of Theorem 3.1 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let M be a j%zitely generuted o&de over e 
dW G s&f) < SUP{ J_z;;sp Pt 
emark. The reader is reminde 
~~~~LLAR~ 3.8. Let M be a finitely ge~@~ate~ diddle ouer a 
ethereal ring R and F a finitely generated that cozlers 
. Set n = sup{maxJ.primesP{bF(M, P), K di 
to M, with t > n. Then 
of F(l) such that 00 is zero when restricted 
c~~s~stimg of the direct sum of the last t - n copies of F EH F”“. 
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ProoJ: This follows easily from the fact that sF(M) < 12 (See, for example, 
[ 19, Proposition 21). A number of similar applications of Theorem 3.1 may 
be taken from [ 1 g-201. 
The methods of this section can also be used to prove the following result, 
which is a generalisation of Kronecker’s theorem [8; 3, Corollary 71. The 
details are left to the interested reader. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let I be a right ideal of a Noetherian ring R, with 
K dim R = II. Then there exist a, ,..., a,,+, E I such that 
4. INFORMATION FROM MAXIMAL IDEALS 
If R is a commutative Noetherian ring, then the result that is usually 
known as the Forster-Swan theroem gives information about g(M) in terms 
of g(M, P), as P runs through the maximal ideals of R. In this section we 
generalise this result to the noncommutative case, by showing g(M) is 
bounded above by K dim R + maxg(M, P), where the maximum is taken 
over all primitive ideals P of R. We start, however, with one special case 
where a better result is possible. For this we need two definitions. An ideal T 
of a ring R is called semimaximal if T is the intersection of a finite number 
of maximal ideals. T is right Zocalisable if g(T)--the elements regular 
mod T-satisfy the right Ore condition; that is, given r E R, and c E Q(T), 
then rc’ = cr’ for some r’ E R and c’ E g(T). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring such that every maximal 
ideal of R contains a semimaximal ideal that is right localisable. Let M be a 
Jinitely generated right R-module, and F a finitely generated projective R- 
module that covers M. Then 
&i-w) < SF(M) < su Fm;;{f(M,P)}+KdimM, 1 +KdimM} P{ 
<KdimR+pm%{$(MP)k. 
Remark. If R is the integral group ring of a polycyclic by finite group 
then R satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem [2, Theorem 4.51. 
ProoJ It is clearly sufficient to show that, for every J-prime ideal Q, 
there exists a maximal ideal P’ 3 Q such that <(M, P’) 2 $(M, Q). For, the 
second inequality then follows from Theorem 5.1 and the final inequality 
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the fact that either R dim 
prime ideal Q. 
dim for 
se that Q is a J-prime ide 
-d”/pQ) for any J-prime ideal 
/Q, that Q = 0. (It is readily c 
hypothesis still holds in R/Q; see, for e 
4.71.) Let P be any maximal ideal of 
semimaximal ideal Tc P such that 7’ is rig 
.f(M 0) = fT(MT 3 0) and g&f, J? = $FT 
1 T, we may, by localising at T, assume 
n radical T. But now, 
owever, R/T is Artinian, so by Theorem 3.1 g”/““( 
some prime ideal P? F, as required. 
Theorem 4.1 is not true for an arbitrary 
be a prime Noetherian ring, with K dim 
non-zero ideal, say I (such a ring can be 
of a simple ring). Set M = fin)* Then certainly 
than IE elements. However MI=M, so Kdi 
such an example is not surprising as R/I proved 
However, if one replaces “maximal” 
re satisfactory result. This is indeed tr 
owever, we first want to establish a result that shows that certain 
functions on Spec(R) are continuous. 
RQPQSITION 4.2. Let R be a prime ~~~t~er~a~ rirzg with J,(O) = 3. 
~~~~ose that M is a Jinitely generated R-module. Let n be an integer, and set 
X = {P a J-prime ideal: g(M, 
Then there are only finitely many minimal e~erne~ts in X 
emarks. g is defined in Section 2. If 
shown [ 171 that Proposition 4.2 hold 
version, in that the term I/n can be removed, For a general ring, hovvever, 
this extra term is necessary (see Section I). 
Prooj Suppose that the result is false. SLSSi 
factor ring we may suppose that the result is for 
any module ’ and integer n, in every prime factor ring 
e the set of minimal elements of X. So Y is a 
that I is an ideal of R such that 1 c P for i~~~~te~y many P E ly Set T- 
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n {P: P E Y and I c P}. Then T is a semiprime ideal and, for some prime 
ideal Q minimal over T, Q is the intersection of infinitely many P E Y. In 
particular Q = JR(Q) d oes not belong to Y. So f(M, Q) < &M, 0) + l/n. 
Thus, for some integer IZ’ > n, 
$(M, P) > $(M Q) + l/n’ 
for each P E Y such that P 3 Q. This contradicts our inductive hypothesis. 
So n {P: P E Y’ } = 0 for any infinite subset Y’ of Y. 
Notice that &M(‘), P) = .$(M, P) for any integer s > 1. Thus, by replacing 
M by Mcs) for some s > (K dim R + 1) IZ, we may assume that 
@&P)>@&O)+KdimR+ 1 
for every P E Y. We will show, inductively, that there exist submodules 
A, c B, c M such that, if a = K dim R, then: 
(i) L dim, BJA i < a - i. 
(ii) There exists an infinite subset Yi of Y such that, for all P E Yiy 
g(Bi/Ai+BifIMP,P)>2+a-i. 
By Proposition 3.2 there exist elements a, ,..., a, E M, where u = g(M, 0), 
such that g(M/C a,R, 0) = 0. Since R is a prime ring, this implies that 
K dim M/C aiR < a. So, let B, =M and A, =C aiR. Given PE Y, 
g(M,P)>g(M,O)+a+l,andsog(M/A,,P)>a+l.SosetY,=Y. 
Suppose that B, z) A, and Y, have been found. By passing to M/A, we 
may assume that A, = 0. Now L dim,(B,) < a - r. So, apply Lemma 1.5 to 
find J-prime ideals Q,,..., Q, such that, if Q is a J-prme ideal with 
K dim R/Q = a - r and g(B,/B, f? MQ + A,., Q) > 0, then Q = Qi from some 
i. Set B,+, = B, n MK, where K = Q, n . . . n Q,. By Lemma 3.3(ii) and 
Proposition 3.4, there exists a E B,, I such that L dim,(B,+ ,/uR) < a - r. 
Set Arfl = aR, and Y,+i = {P E Y,: Pa K}. Notice that Y,+i is still an 
infinite set by the comments of the first paragraph of the proof. Further, by 
Lemma 3.3(iii), 
a+ 1/A,+ 1+ Br+ 1 n MP, P) > gP,+ l/B,+, n MP, P> - 1 
=g(B,/B,nMP,P)-l>l+a-r, 
for each P E Y?+ 1. This completes the inductive step. Finally, set i = a + 1. 
This provides modules Bi 3 Ai for which L dim,B,/A, = -1; i.e., such that 
J,(Bi) = JM(Ai), yet g(Bi/Ai n MP, P) > 0 for some J-prime ideal P. This 
clearly contradicts Corollary 1.4 and Lemma 3.3(iii). 
The restriction to J-prime ideals in Proposition 4.2 is ,unnecessary as we 
next show: 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Let M be a finitely gene 
prime ~~ethe~ia~ ring R. Let n be an integer a 
X= {P aprime ideal: $(M, P) > $( 
Then there are only finitely many ~i~i~a~ e~e~e~t~ of X. 
PrcoJ Suppose that the result is false. As in the first paragraph of the 
roposition 4.2, we may assume by assing to an a~~ro~ri~te factor 
that n {Pz P E X} = 0. Let R[x] ad 
extensions of R and M in a commuting in 
rime ideal P of W. Moreover, if is a prime ideal of 
a J-prime ideal of R [xl. So set 
a J-prime ideal of R [xl: &V[x], 
Certainly X’ 2 jP[x]: P E X}. So n {Q: Q E X ] = 0 and X’ cannot have a 
finite number of minimal elements. This contradicts roposition 4.2, and 
thus moves the corollary. 
urse, as far as generalising Theorem 4.1 is concerned, proposition 
Corollary 4.3 give the wrong inequality, as one wants to bound the 
, P) from below. This, however, does follow from Corollary 
now show. 
X = {P a prime ideal: ,&VI9 P) < g(iW> 0) - l/n i, 
Then there are 0nlyJinitely many minimal ele 
PVQOI Suppose that the result is false. 
factor ring we may suppose that the result is fa 
module M’ and integer n, in any prime factor ring Y to be the set of 
minimal elements of X. So Y is an infinite set and, 
given in the first paragraph of the proof sf ~~o~os~tio~ 4.2, the ~~tc~sect~o~ 
of any infinite subset of Y must be zero. 
Choose a finitely generated free R-module, say V= 070 such that Vmaps 
homomor~hical~~ onto AI. So there exists a short exact sequence 
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Observe that $(N, 0) = b( V, 0) - g(M, 0) = m - &‘M, 0). Let Q be a J-prime 
ideal of R. Then Eq. (13) induces a short exact sequence 
O+N/Nn VQ+ V/VQ-tM/MQ+O. 
Thus g(N, Q) > &V/N n VQ, Q) = m - g&f, Q). So, if Q E X, then 
$(N, Q> - ii%Y 0) > l/n. 
Thus, if X’ = {Q a prime ideal: d(N, Q) > g(N, 0) + l/n}, then X’ 2 X. So 
So X’ must have an infinite number of minimal elements; which contradicts 
Corollary 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let M and F be finitely generated modules over a prime 
Noetherian ring R and suppose that g(F, 0) # 0. Then, for any integer n, 
there exists an ideal I # 0 such that 
whenever P is a prime ideal such that I&P. 
ProoJ Let m be an integer. Then by Corollary 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 
there exists a non-zero ideal I,,, such that Ig(M, P) - ,$(M, O)l < l/m and 
I cdl;, P> - i(K 011 < 1/ m whenever P is a prime ideal such that P 3 I,,, (the 
ideal I,,, is just the intersection of the ideals in the approproate sets Xdefined 
by those two propositions. Since these sets each have a finite number of 
minimal elements, I,,, # 0). A routine argument shows that we may take 
I= I, for any sufficiently large m. (This is just the fact that the quotient of 
two continuous functions is continuous.) 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let ii4 be a finitely generated module and F a finitely 
generated projective module over a Noetherian ring R, such that F covers M. 
Then 
Remark 4.7. In fact the proof shows rather more, in that one can take 
the maximum over just those J-prime ideals P such that P is not equal to the 
intersection of the J-prime ideals that strictly contain it. Such an ideal P is 
clearly primitive, and will be called a GJ-prime ideal. Furthermore, this 
shows that the counterexample given after Theorem 4.1 is essentially the 
only possible type of counterexample. 
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Proo$ Let P be a J-prime ideal of R such that 
that P equals the intersection of the J-prime ideal 
e uniform dimension of RIP. Then 
and suppose 
ntam it. Let n - 1 
,@yM, P) - l/n > gF(M9 B) - 1. 
By Theorem 4.5, and the fact that P equals the int ection of the GY- 
ideals thai contain it, there exists a GJ-prime ideal 
r(M, Q) > F&f, P) - l/n > g” 
> > g”(M, P). The corollary now follows from Theorem 3. I. 
s section with a couple of remarks concerning the differences 
en Corollary 4.6 and the improved version of that result given by 
emark 4.7. Hf R is the enveloping algebra of a finite nsional Lie 
gebra over a field of characteristic zero, the that every 
primitive ideal is also a G-ideal and so there is no between the two 
suits. Alternatively, suppose that G is a polycycl 
= 126, then every primitive ideal is maximal and s 
an alternative proof of Theorem 4.1 for this ring. 
some field k, then primitive ideals will not in 
Snider [~~~ub~ished], has recently shown that for 
ideal is equal to the intersection of the maxima 
emark 4.7 and the fact that dim kG equals h(G)5 the 
Hirsch number of 6, this therefore proves: 
CQROLLARY 43. Let k be a j?eld and G a ~o~ycy~~~~ by finite group 
~~~~5se that P is a jhitely generated projective ~~~-rn~d~~e and M is G 
finitely generated l&-module. Then 
s section we show that Theorem 3.1 can be used to generalize two of 
ic results from classical algebraic ~-~beory-~erre9s theorem and 
heorem-to arbitrary Noel an rings. Bn fact as in the 
3, we give rather more era1 results, an 
e problem of when a module has a direct 
~sorn~r~~~c to a given projective module. 
e start with some notation. Throughout this section will be an 
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arbitrary right module and F a finitely generated projective right module 
over a Noetherian ring R. Define: 
r-rk(M, F) > s if, given 8, ,..., 8, _ i E Hom(M, F) and P a 
J-prime ideal of R, then there exists 0, E Hom(M, F) 
such that g(F/B,(K), P) = 0, where 
In the next two lemmas, we give two special cases where r-rk(M, F) can be 
replaced by a more familiar definition. If F = R, then r-rk(M, R) is dual to 
the notion of r-r-k(M) defined in [ 121. In fact the two definitions are essen- 
tially equivalent, as is shown in the first lemma. The reader is reminded that 
r-rk(M) > t if, given any m, ,..., m,- i EM and P any prime ideal of R, then 
these exists m, E M and 19 E Hom(M, R) such that e(m,) E P for 
l<i<t-1 yetO(m,)E%7(P). 
LEMMA 5.1. r-rk(M, R) > r-rk(M). 
Proo$ Suppose that r-rk(M) = s and that 8, ,..., l3-, E Hom(M, R) and 
that P is a J-prime ideal of R. Choose, by induction, a,,..., as-i EM such 
that for each i, (a) tY,(a,) E P for 1 <j< i - 1 and (b) 
red rk,,B,(aJ R + P/P is as large as possible. By hypothesis, there exists 
0, E Hom(M, R) and (r E M such that 6,(a,) E P for 1 < i < s - 1 yet 
u4 E g(p). 
We will show that 0, has the properties required to ensure that r- 
rk(M, R) > s. Suppose, by induction, that elements ri E R and c, E q(P) 
have been found such that, if /?= aci + CS-* airi, then B,(/3) E P for 
l<j<s--2. By [ll, Lemma 1.11 and the choice of a,-,, 
re~%&UPP +e,-ka,-hR +P>/p 
=redrk,,,B,-,(a,-,)R +P/P. 
Thus there exists c E q(P), d E R and p E P such that 
Set ~=P~-a~-,d=ac,c+C~-*airi~-a~_~d. Then 
eicy) = eipc) - ejca, _ 1 d) = 0 mod P 
for 1 < i < s - 1, yet e,(y) = e,( act,) E @Y(P). So r-rk(M, R) > s; as required. 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that A4 is a jinitely generated projective module 
and that g(A4, P) > sf(F, P) f or all J-prime ideals P of R. Then r- 
rk(M, F) > s. 
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Brooj Let 8, )...) B,- 1 E Hom(M, F), P be a J-prime ide 
(SEM:8,(J)EFPfor IGiGs--1). Then 
red rk,,(K + MP/MP) 
> red rk(~/~P) - c red rk 
1 
> red rk F/FP; 
where the final inequality follows from the fact that 
tkrese exists OS E Hom(M/MP, F/FP) such that F/@$ 
/P-module. As A4 Es projective, 9, pulls back to a bom~mor~~ism 
OS E Hom(M, F) with the required properties. 
The reason for the definition of r-rk(M, F) lies in the Zast two lemmas; we 
want to prove a single result that gives versions of Serre’s theore using the 
initial hypotheses of either Lemma 5.1 or 5.2. The next two, technical 
lemmas are variants on a number of known results In articular, if M is 
projective they follow from [ 17, Theorem 11~ 
T/zen there exists ,I E End(F) such that g(F/{# $ SAO)(N), P) = 
PTOQ$ Since any endomorphism of F/FP pulls bag 
of F, it is sufficient by passing to R/P to prove 
Choose ,+I E End(F) such that g(F/@ + &W)(iV), 0) is 
and repiace 4 by 4 + &W. If B(Ker 4) = 0, then 
), 0) = g(M, 0) - g(Ker $,O) > g 
= g(B(M), 0) = g(F, 0). 
This imphes that g(F/q@4), 0) = 0; as required. 0 we may assume hat 
g(F/$(M), 0) f 0 and 6(Ker 4) # 0 and aim for a c 
Since g(F/~(~) $ S(F), 0) = 0, there exists q E End F such that 
q@4) n &f(F) = 0. So there exists /I E End F such that &pW( 
Finally, since $(M) f7 &#3(M) = 0, 
Ker($ + &@) = Ker 4 CT Ker S$J?$ Ker 4. 
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Since FR is torsion-free this implies that 
which contradicts the initial hypothesis on 4. So g(F/#(M), 0) = 0; as 
required. 
We next want to generalise Lemma 5.3 to work simultaneously for a finite 
set of J-prime ideals {Pi}. 
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that 6 E End F, 4, #i E Hom(M, F), Mi are 
submodules of M and Pi are J-prime ideals of R, for 1 < i < n. Suppose 
further that, for each i, 
dF/#(Mi) + a(F), Pi) = g(F/#i(Mi)> Pi> = 0. 
Then there exist 3Li E End F such that, for 1 <j < n, 
ProoJ Order the prime ideals Pi such that Pj c P, implies that k <j. 
Suppose, by induction, that there exist pi E End F such that 
g (F/(4+ ‘il &fiii) (~j),Pj)=O for 1 <j<n-1. 
1 
Set T=P,nave nP,-, and w = 4 + C 8~~4~. By the ordering of the ideals 
Pi, R/T + P, is a torsion R/P,-module and so g(F/FT + FP, , P,) = 0. Since 
F is projective, there exists ,U E End(F) such that p(F) G FT and 
g(F/& P,) = 0. 
Certainly g(F/ty(M,) + 6(F), P,) = 0, and so g(F/y(M,) + &L(F), P,) = 0. 
Thus, by Lemma 5.3, there exists 1 E End F such that 
g(F/(v + WhJ@fn)~ P,) = 0. 
Since 6&$,(M) c FT, we still have g(F/(ty + &,l$,)(Mi), Pi) = 0 for 
1 < i < n - 1; as required. 
We next need to obtain a module to which Theorem 3.1 may be applied. 
This is provided by the next proposition. The reader is reminded that 
bF(M) = max{ gF(M, P) + K dim R/P} where the maximum is taken over 
those J-prime ideals P with f(M, P) # 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Suppose that r-rk(M, F) > n + 1, where n= 
Kdim R/J,(O) and that 19, E Hom(M, F) is such that b”(F/tY,(M)) < n. Then 
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there exists 19 2,..., 8,+, E Hom(M, F) such that, $ 8 = ( 
om( 9 P+ 1)), then bF(F(“+ ‘)/B(M)) < n. 
n or g(F/e~(~)~ P) = 0. 
im F/B,(M) + FP < rf and emma 3.5 implies that 
P~ooJ Fix I < r < n and suppose that there exist b2,...> 13, E P) 
SUCK that, if # = (ei,..., e ), then b~(F~r)/~(~~) G n. emark 5.6 and 
~r~pQ~itio~ 3.4, the set X of those J-prime i P for which 
YE, is a finite set. Set X = { , >..*) P,) and let P,, 1 ,.~~, PLi be 
the J-prime ideals P such that K dim R/P = n. 
For I <j < u, write Kj = {m E M: B,(m) E for a<:i<+ 
rk(M3 F) > r + 1, there exists #j E Hom(M, F> 
&VlY a 5.4, with 4 = 0, 6= I 
@,+1 E F) such that 
dl;ler+ lCKj>* pj> = o for 1 <:j < t‘. 
Identify F(‘) with the direct sum of the first r copies of F in FCr+ I) and let 
F, = (O,..., 0, F) c F(‘+ I). Set 
w = (4 ,-., 9,+ 1) E Hom(M, F”+ I)). 
We wish to show that bF(F”“)/ly(M)) < n. Let be a J-prime idea% of 
Then the natural short exact sequence 
0 -i F,/F, C-I y(M) --f F”+ “/y(M) --) F@)/# 
0 -+ F,/F, n (y(M) + F(‘+ ‘$3) --) F(‘+ “/p@f) + F@+ ‘)Q 
t141 
ram this sequence it follows that 
that Q #Pi for 1 < i < u. Then K 
) < n. Thus, from Eq. (15), bF(Ft’+“/ 
= Pi for some I < i < v. Then, by the c 
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Thus, from the first line of Eq. (15), 
bF(Fcr+ “/i,@f), Q) = b”(F”‘/q@4), Q) < n. 
So bF(F”+ “/y(M)) < n. I n UC ion completes the proof of the proposition. d t’ 
It is fairly easy to prove Serre’s theorem from Proposition 5.5. However, 
we will do so indirectly. The next result has Serre’s theorem as an immediate 
corollary, and should be regarded as a generalisation of the result dual to [ 1, 
Theorem 9.11 or [ 12, Theorem 2.21. 
'THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that F is a finitely generated projective right 
module and that M is a right module over a Noetherian ring R, such that r- 
rk(M, F) > K dim R/J,(O) + 1 = n + 1. Let $ E Horn@& F) and 6 E End F 
be such that F = #(AI) + 6(F). Then there exists 4’ E Horn@& F) such that 
F = (4 + Q’)(M). 
Proof. Let PI,..., P, be the J-prime ideals such that K dim R/P, = n. By 
the definition of r-rk(M, F), there exists, for each i, Qi E Hom(M, F) such 
that g(F/#QI), Pi) = 0. By Lemma 5.4 there exist endomorphisms 
ai E End F such that g(F/# + Cy!i 66i#i, Pj) = 0 for each j. By Proposition 
5.5, there exist 8, = 4 + C 6di#,+, 8 2 ,..., 8,+ i E Hom(M, F) such that, if 0 = 
(0 1 )...) e,, J E Hom(M, FCn+ l) ), then V(F(“+‘)/B(M)) < n. Let vi be the 
canonical homomorphism from F to the ith copy of F in F(“+‘). Certainly 
F = B,(M) + S(F). Thus 
FCn+ ‘) = e(M) + c r,(F) + qI 6(F). 
2 
So, by Remark 5.6 and Theorem 3.1 applied to F;cn+l)/t?(M), there exist A, E 
End(F) such that 
FCn+‘) = B(M) + 2 (vi + rl Sni)(F). 
2 
In particular, this provides a surjection from MO F(“) onto F(“+l). Since F 
is projective, the homomorphism vi factors through MO PC”); that is, there 
exist ri E End(F) and (T E Hom(F, H) such that 
n+l 
Applying the projection of F(“+l) onto the ith copy of F to this equality 
gives O=8,0+rifor 2<i<n+ 1 and (for i=l) 
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Ss F = (4 + 6$‘)(M), where qY = 2 6,1$, - C A,@,. 
CORQLLARU 5.8. Suppose that A4 is a right rno~~~e and P a ~~~te~~ 
generated projective right module over a ~Q@t~erj~~ ring 
rk(M, F) > I + 4( dim R/J,(O). Then M z F @ 
Take 4 = 0 and 6 = I in Theorem §Ol. 
fuliy bounded, Corollary 5.8 answers a question of 
C~ROLLAWU 5.9. Suppose that M is a right rn~~~~~ over a ~o~t~~r~~~ 
h that r-rk(A4) > I + K dim R/J,(O). Then Mr f for some 
PlooJ: This follows from Corollary 5.8 and Lemma 5.1. 
There are two further improvements that are possible in this result. First, 
= Ci m,R then the generator a of the free d 
en to have the form m, + b, where b E 2; m 
is a resuit of Eisenbud-Evans [3, Corollary lb 
E + Kdim R/J,(O) can be replac 
> E f M dim R/P for each J- 
the same definition as r-rk(M,F) except that the prime ideal is fixed). 
wever, the extra complications in the proofs and state Is of the earlier 
results of this section make these genera~isatio~s more tro e than they are 
probably worth 
he result that is usually called Serre’s theorem. Hn the 
is weakly ideal invariant it is proven in [ 121, but with 
one difference. In that paper we required that ~-rk(~) > I + left-&Z dim 
whereas here it is the right Krull dimension that is being used. The metho 
of this section can also be used to prove the dual resuh. This symmetry also 
holds for another of the K-theoretic rest&+-the Stable ange Tneorem (see 
j21, Theorem 1.61). Presumably these two results suggest that the X- 
theoretic results should be proved using some dimension that is left-right 
symmetric. We have no idea what that dimension should be. 
Finally, we note that the Stable Range Theorem is another special case of 
Theorem 5.7. For an easy direct proof of this, see [ 13j. 
COROLLARY 5.10. Let M and P be Jinitely ~e~~r~te~ ~rQ~e~t~ve right 
modules over a Noetherian ring R, such that p(S;, 
each J-prime idea! P of 19. Then M z M’ 0 P for s 
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Proof. Use Corollary 5.8 and Lemma 5.2. 
This last corollary can be rephrased to say that, if p(F, P) < 
l/(1 + K dim R) for all J-prime ideals P, then p(F) < 1. 
COROLLARY 5.11 (The Cancellation Theorem). Let A4 be a right module 
and F a jinitely generated projective right module over a Noetherian ring R, 
such that r-rk(M, F) > 1 + K dim R. Suppose that M @ F g N 0 F for some 
module N. Then A4 z N. 
Proof. Let a: A4 0 F -+ N @ F be the given isomorphism and let z be the 
projection from N @ F to F. Then no = (4, S) for some 4 E Horn@!, F) and 
6 E End(F). So, by Theorem 5.7 there exists $’ E: Hom(M, F) such that 
F = (4 + S+‘)(M). S ince F is projective there exists r E Hom(F, M) such that 
(1 - 6) = (Q + 64’) z. Let a, /3 E End@4 @ F) be defined by 
4m of) = (m + z(f)> @f 
Then 
and P(m of) = m 0 (f+ f(m)). 
Thus @a(0 Of) = y(f) @f for some y E Hom(F, N). Let v be the 
automorphism of N @ F defined by v(n @f) = (n - r(f)) Of; so 
vopa(O of) = 0 OJ: Thus 
If in the last corollary r-rk(M, R) > 1 + K dim R, then the stated result 
follows as an easy corollary of the corresponding result in which F is 
replaced by R. Thus the significance of the more general statement of 
Corollary 5.11 is in the case when g(F, P) < 1 for some J-prime ideal P. We 
end this section with a very special example to illustrate the usefulness of 
this extra generality. 
COROLLARY 5.12. Let R be a hereditary Noetherian prime ring, such 
that R has exactly one non-zero ideal; say I. Let M be a finitely generated 
right R-module. If g(A4, 0) 2 2 then M r I @ M’ for some module M’. If 
g(M, 0) > 3 then M’ is uniquely determined by A4 (up to isomorphism). 
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Note that, if M= ICn), then does nst have a free direct 
Prooj Since l2 = I, g(I, I> = 0 and r-rk( 
integer less than or equal to g(M, 0). The result now follows from Corollaries 
5.8 and 5.11. 
6. THE STATE %.~CE OF K, OF A NOETHE 
In 1.51, Goodearl and Warfield define the state space of 
and prove certain basic results about this space in the case 
Noetherian ring that is either right fully bounded or has right KrxE1 
dimension equal to 1. For an arbitrary Noetherian ring these results follow 
fairly easily from the results of this paper, as we show in this section, For a 
more complete introduction and discussion of state spaces 
referred to 1.51. In this section we will content ourselves with gi 
definitions and proving our generalisations of the relevant resu 
be a Noetherian ring. Then the state space, $1 
f all functions s from K,(R) to the real numbers 
additive, (ii) s([RR])= 1 0 for every finitely generated 
projective R-module A. Th pact c5nvex set in the space of 
all real-valued functions on K,(R). F~rthermore~ the rule taking a prime 
ideal P of R to the function sP defined by 
gives a map 4: Spec R -+ St(R). Finally, the patch topology on Spec is 
defined by taking, as a subbasis of closed sets, all the closed sets a 
compact open sets of the usual Zariski topology, 
LEMMA 6.1. Let A be a Jinitely gemzrated projective madde ouer a 
~oe~~er~an ring R. With the pate topology on Spec 
defines a continuous map 0fSpec into 64. 
ProoJ: Let P E Spec I? and n be an integer. y Theorem 4.5 there exists 
an ideal I? P such that 
for all prime ideals such that Q 1 P b 
SpecR:QIP}n{ 211 
is an open neighbourhood of B in the patch topology, this corn 
prsof. 
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Lemma 6.1 is the reason why the patch topology is used rather than the 
Zariski topology. For as is shown in [5], Lemma 6.1 fails if one uses the 
Zariski topology. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let A, B be finitely generated projective right modules 
over a Noetherian ring R, with K dim R = n < 00. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) &A, P) > f(B, P) for all J-prime ideals P of R. 
(ii) g(A, P) > g(B, P) for all prime ideals P of R. 
(iii) For any integer d > 0, ACdtn) E Bd 0 B,, for some module B,. 
Proof. (i) + (iii). Given any integer d and J-prime ideal P, 
g(Atd), P) = d . g(A, P) ,, d . g(B, P) = g(BCd), P). 
Thus p(BCd), P) < d. By Lemma 1.2, A covers Btd’. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, 
e(Bfd’) < n + d. Since B is projective, this implies that A(n+d) E BCd’ @B, 
for some module B,. 
(iii) * (ii) for any integer d and any prime ideal P, 
(n + d) . f(A, P) = &I (n+d), P) > g+(BCd), R  = d - i(B, P). 
Since d can be taken to be arbitrarily large, this implies that &A, P) > 
i(B, P). Finally, (ii) =j (i) is trivial. 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let A, B be projective, finitely generated, right modules 
over a Noetherian ring R, with K dim R = n < co. If &A, P) > $(B, P) for all 
J-prime ideals P of R, then s( [A]) > s( [B]) for all s E St(R). 
ProoJ By Proposition 6.2, A(n+d) E BCd’ @B, for all integers d. Thus 
(n+d).s([A])=s([A (n+d)]) > s( [BCd’]) = d . s( [B]). 
As d can be chosen to be arbitrarily large this implies that s([A]) > s([B]). 
THEOREM 6.4. Let R be a Noetherian ring, with K dim R < 00. Set 
X= {s,:PaJ-primeidealofR}. 
Then X is a compact subset of St(R), and every extreme point of St(R) lies 
in X. 
Pro05 The proof is identical to that of [5, Theorem 4.51. Since it is short 
we will give it here. Let Y be the set of J-prime ideals of R equipped with the 
topology inherited from the patch topology of Spec R. By [5, Proposition 
4.31, Y is compact and Hausdorff. By Lemma 6.l.9 fo 
B -+ sp(x) from Spec R to Q is contirmous. Thus 
inuous surjection of Y onto X. Thus X is co 
sdorff, X is closed in St(R). 
and S&T) > 0 for all sP E X then, by Coroitary 6.3, 
). So, by [S, Corollary 2.51 every extreme 
in x0 
7. EXAMPLES 
In this final section we give three examples to s#how that several of the 
results of this paper cannot be improved. The first example shows that the 
left Goldie condition cannot be removed from Lemma 1.3. The other two 
examples show that bF(M) can equal tF(M, P) for infinitely many prime 
a J-p-he 
exist ~~~~~~~~~I 
ional functions in an 
e twisted ~ol~norn~~~ r 
mate zp over a 
rn~lti~~i~atio~ 
OPOSITION 7.1. 1 ideal ~~~ai~~ with 
JR = 0, such that R has a 2-generated, ~~2~~~ ~o~-si~~ular~ right 
module such that M is semilocal. Thus JJO) # 
roof. It is well known that R is a no~-~rt~~~a~, principal ri 
domain. Since the right ideals (x $ y”) R are maximal an have ~~ters~~~io~ 
equal to zero, JR(Q) = 0. Set 
is the right quotient ring of R. Let a = XJ.DF”. 
ow, R/xR is a simple R-module. So 
and that aR/xR is a simple 
odule of length 2. We will show 
complete the proof of the proposition. 
pose that N is a maximal submo 
and so Nn R = PR, for some p 
rly, Nn aR = ayR, for some y E 
e first want to show that 
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For some y’ E R, ayxR = axy’R G R. Since R &N, ayxR +/3R #R and so 
ayx E PR. Similarly, fixR E ayR. Now, 
,BR+PRnayR#ayR yet /IR CT ayR 2 ,!IxR $ ayxR. 
Since R/xR is a simple module, these last two comments imply that 
j3R TI ayR = PxR = ayxR. 
Thus fixA= ctyx for some unit 1; i.e. ;1 e k(y). Write /I = Cz x’b,(y) and 
y = C; xici(y) for some bi and ci E k(y). Since /IR & xR, b, z 0 and, as 
,BR #R, b, # 0 for some r > 0. Now: 
a yx = xyx- ’ yx = xy 5 xicj ( y) (where ci( y) x = XC{( JJ)) 
= -f x”‘y%:(y) + xyc’,(y) 
1 
and 
pxa=i; x’+‘b:(y)A(y) (where bi( y) x = xbj( y)). 
0 
Since yx = xy’, y’x = xy2r and so each bi and c; E k(y*). So, identifying 
coefficients of xi in the equation /3x1 = ayx, gives 
b;(y) A(Y) =Y&(Y) (16) 
and 
b:(y) A(Y) = Y”c:(Y). (17) 
Equation (17) implies that A(y) E k(y2), but from Eq. (18) this would imply 
that y E k(y*); which is clearly absurd. This contradiction shows that 
JM(0) = XR and completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let k be the field of 2 elements and G the group 
(x,y, z: [x,y] = z, [z, x] = [z,y] = 1). Then 
(i) for all prime ideals Q of kG with K dim kG/Q > 2, the element 
c = x - 1 becomes regular in kc/Q; 
(ii) there exist in.nitely many J-prime ideals P of kG with 
K dim kG/P = 1 such that c does not become regular in KG/P. 
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~~Q~Q~~TIQ~ 7.3, Let A(Z) be the associative Z-algebra, venerated by 
~~determ~~ates x and y, with multiplication deafen by xy = yx t 1. Then: 
(i) for all prime ideals Q of A(B) with M dim 
c = x becomes regular in A(Z)/Q; 
(ii) there exist in@nitely many J-prime ideals P of A(Z) with 
K dim A(Z)/P = 1 such that c does not become regular in A(L)/P. dr?fact the 
~~te~s~~ti~~ af these prime ideals equals zero. 
ese two results we will only prove the second, since the proof is 
explicit. Proposition 7.2 was pointed out to the author 
roposition 7.3 was proved during co~versatio~5 with 
B. Warfield, and 1 would 1 
wever, by noting various consequences of 
e ring defined by either proposition and set 
(7.4) b(M) = 2 = b(M, P) fir each p 
the wleuant proposition. (Compare this wi 
(7.5) Set Y= {P a J-prime ideal: g(M, 
prime ideal P deBned by part (ii) of the relevant ~~~~~s~t~on ix a 
element of Y. 
.4) Let n be a integer. Then, by (7.5) and 
a > < l/n for ail but finitely many P E Y. 1~ ~r~~~~~~a~~ 
~irn~rns~~~ >n for all but finitely many P E Y. 
These results show that the statements of ropositions 3.5 and 4.2 have to 
be more complicated than those of the correspsnding results for 
bounded Noetherian rings-see 117, Lemma 51 and [S, Proposition 
respectively. 
It is well knswn that A(Q) is a si 
Thus, if P is a non-zero ideal of A(Z), then Pn Z # 0. So, an 
non-zero, prime ideal of A(Z) is of the form qA(Z), for some prime q E Z 
~~rtbermore, given a prime 9 fi 0 E Z, K dim A(Z)/@(Z) = 2, an 
therefore the only prime ideals with this property. 
Fix a prime 4 # 0 E Z and set k= Z/qZ. Then A(k) = k[x,y], with 
xy - yx = 1, is a domain. Either by [ 101 or direct ca~c~latio~~ x4A(k) is z. 
rime ideal of A(k), and it is readily checked that K d A (k)/xqA (k) = t ” 
Q, set P, = qA(L) + xqA(Z)~ Then x is clearly regular i he domains A(L) 
)/qA(Z) for any prime q E Z, but is certainly not regular in 
as required. (In fact it is also easy to show that 
i(AWxA(~)~ P,> = I/q.) 
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